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Our latest Marlow Explorer 53E model features a three stateroom layout.  The spectacular Master lies 

just aft in the center of the yacht for least motion and sound at anchor, dockside or at sea.  Outstanding 

spatial engineering and full employment of space age material results in the largest master stateroom 

near this size range featuring noteworthy owner and guest amenities in all cabins. Few vessels under 

65’ approach this level of comfort, speed and style and none we are aware of compare with her ride  

and capability in less than ideal sea conditions. Already more than 23 of this series have been ordered 

by enthusiastic customers and experienced yachtsmen. 

Her gleaming Greystone hull beckons you to board the aft symmetrical stairs leading to an inviting 

furnished aft deck.  The spacious salon with teak and holly finish flooring and ultraleather seating 

surface, reveals elegance and artistic details. You will immediately notice that the noise of the outside 

fades to a whisper due to the most sophisticated sound and structural engineering available.  Her 

hydraulic swim platform allows ease of launching your tender with a push of a button. 

The large enclosed bridge command center features unique design innovations including a beautiful 

built-in dining area with high gloss teak table. Aft of this area on the upper deck is a barbeque cabinet 

complete with a Subzero fridge for your entertainment and dining enjoyment during the day or night.  

A world class stand up machinery room that is larger than most 65’ yachts features CAT 12.9L 850HP 

engines and offer full standing headroom and 360 degree access. There will be no hands and knees 

crawling or crouching in these machinery spaces gleaming with the very best materials available. 

Exceptional form stability offers comfort on a cocktail cruise or a world voyage unavailable in any 

similar vessel. In keeping with our conservative processes our fuel capacity is expressed in usable 

volume, whereas others require typically a -10% reserve from stated volume for reasonable safety 

margins. 

Full Stack Infusion© developed by the Bright Minds at Marlow, well proven since 2002 add 

substantial value in performance, including significantly greater volume and headroom while keeping 

the distinctive and well recognized low profile style we are known for that enhances form stability 

dramatically. 
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We are aware of no comparative vessel in the world today. 

Refusing the concept of low bid contract shops we have built and operated our own award winning, 

environmental facilities with nearly five hundred dedicated, full time artisans offering global reach.  

Your new Marlow will not be designed, built, handled or commissioned by disinterested contractors; 

rather by dedicated, long employed Marlow personnel from purchasing to the finest after sales service 

available. 

The tradition continues as we strictly adhere to “Building Simply the Best”, regardless of size. 

We look forward to welcoming you at our display at the Miami Boat Show on Pier 8 at the Miami 

Marine Stadium on Virginia Key. 

 

Marlow Explorer 53E Specifications 

 

Centerline Length:  56’ 7” 

Length Waterline:  53’ 0” 

Beam:    17’ 3” 

Draft:    4’ 5” 

Displacement:  66,000 lbs 

Fuel:    1150 gallons usable 

Water:   300 gals 

 

North American and International Inquiries: 

 

Web:  www.marlowyachts.com 

Email:  sales@marlowyachts.com 

Phone: 800-362-2657 

http://www.marlowyachts.com/
mailto:sales@marlowyachts.com

